Aggressive Tread Tracks

For snow conditions where additional traction is needed for pulling heavy and ascending steep grades. V-groove Ag provides excellent side wall traction.

Cargos Rack & Game Carrier

This large 45” x 31” steel cargo rack provides an additional 96 cu. ft. of cargo capacity. This rack is capable of holding 400 pounds and this rack falls out of the way for easy access. Highly Durable Powder Coat finish.

Poly Cargo Trailers

Made of Impact Resistant Polyethylene, these trailers come in both 2 and 4 wheel designs. With load capacities from 200 lbs to 260 lbs, these tiltable bed trailers feature patented 3 point hitch and 2” ball receiver. 1/4” steel plate frame and high speed roller bearings and greaseable wheel hubs.

High Torque Wheel Motors

For additional torque the 250 series wheel motor is the best all around motor with in cab on/off control and stainless steel spinner. Mounts in counter clockwise or clockwise direction. 0.82 PSI maximum ground pressure. Max speed is reduced to 11 mph. The 250 series wheel motors provide the maximum torque available with a top speed of 10 mph.

Salt & Sand Spreader

Holds up to 300 lbs. of ice melt pellets. Spreads up to 10 ft. wide path. Thermoplastic hopper meets rust and corrosion. Self-feed hinging motor with in cab on/off control and stainless steel manure. Mounts in counter clockwise.

Engine Block Heater

120 Volt, 40 Watts, installed in cylinder head on diesel models, installed in lower radiator hose on gasoline engine.

Spray System

Includes 40 gallon sprayer, 5 gallon, 1/2” diameter discharge pump. Self contained mistagation system. Rear Hitch mounted “Stinger” boom with two to four fans, providing 45 ft. of coverage. Hose reel for easy spraying.
Taking All-Terrain Vehicles to the Next Level

The RangeRunner by TerraTrack is an innovative, new All-Terrain Work Vehicle that blends superior traction with precise maneuverability. Built tough the rugged machine will transport personnel and cargo over the roughest of terrain.

The RangeRunner's twin independently driven, rubber tracks are supported by a dynamic suspension system, providing maximum terrain contact and the ultimate in zero-turn capabilities. Rugged terrain conditions are a welcome challenge to the RangeRunner. Deep snow, mud, dense brush and steep grades may signal the end of the trail for traditional ATVs, standard utility vehicles and 4X4 pickups, but not the RangeRunner.

As a Personnel Transporter...

Utility Service Crews, Fire Fighting, Conservation Management, Exploration, Pipeline Inspection, Remote Construction and Ski Patrol. The RangeRunner will get you there safely and efficiently.

A Serious Work Vehicle...

The RangeRunner's superior all-terrain capabilities make this vehicle the perfect choice for a wide variety of work applications. The RangeRunner is capable of powering over and through thick mud, deep snow, sand, rocks and shallow bodies of water. An optional front and rear auxiliary hydraulic system allows hydraulic attachments to be added, such as a snow blade or log splitter.

As a Snow Removal Tool...

With the addition of our 64 inch snow blade and a heated cab option, the RangeRunner is transformed into a powerful and efficient snow removal tool. Superior traction and zero-turn capabilities make the RangeRunner unparalleled in snow removal applications.

Optional Aggressive Tracks provide additional gripping power for pulling skids and groomers on snow packed trails. The RangeRunner is well suited for a variety of applications at Ski Resorts and Incentive clubs.

As a Sportsman's Vehicle...

The RangeRunner provides transportation for a variety of recreational activities. Hunting, Fishing and backwoods exploration, the RangeRunner will take you and your gear to locations inaccessible by other means.

As a Snow Removal Tool...

The RangeRunner provides transportation for a variety of recreational activities. Hunting, fishing, and backwoods exploration, the RangeRunner will take you and your gear to locations inaccessible by other means.

A True Tracked Vehicle

As a tracked vehicle, the RangeRunner possesses the true advantages of superior traction teamed with low ground pressure; a combination that can't be matched by wheels alone, regardless of the number of wheels used.

With 1650 square inches of track surface supporting the 1580 lb. vehicle, the RangeRunner is capable of safely transporting personnel and cargo while maintaining a ground pressure at or below 1.0 psi. Minimal terrain disturbance, low soil compaction and the RangeRunner's unique design elements make this vehicle unsurpassed in the world of all-terrain vehicles.

Features and Benefits

The RangeRunner is very easy to operate, a single T-handle controls the vehicle’s speed, turning and braking. Durable, reinforced rubber tracks will provide years of off-road operation, without the inconvenience of costly tire repairs.

Durable, reinforced rubber tracks will provide years of off-road operation, without the inconvenience of costly tire repairs.
Taking All-Terrain Vehicles to the Next Level

The RangeRunner, by TerraTrack, is an innovative, new All-Terrain Work Vehicle that blends superior traction with precise maneuverability. Built tough, the rugged machine will transport personnel and cargo over the roughest of terrain. The RangeRunner’s twin independently driven, rubber tracks are supported by a dynamic suspension system, providing maximum terrain contact and the ultimate in zero-turn capabilities. Rugged terrain conditions are a welcome challenge to the RangerRunner. Deep snow, mud, dense brush and steep grades may signal the end of the trail for traditional ATV’s, standard utility vehicles and 4X4 pickups, but not the RangeRunner.

As a Personnel Transporter...
Utility Service Crews, Fire Fighting, Conservation Management, Exploration, Pipeline Inspection, Remote Construction and Ski Patrol. The RangeRunner will get you there safely and efficiently.

As a Snow Removal Tool...
With the addition of our 66-inch snow blade and a heated cab option, the RangeRunner is transformed into a powerful and efficient snow removal tool. Superior traction and zero-turn capabilities make the RangeRunner unsurpassed in snow removal applications.

Optional Aggressive Tracks provide additional gripping power for pulling sleds and groomers on snow packed trails. The RangeRunner is well suited for a variety of applications at Ski Resorts and Inclement weather clubs.

As a Sportsman’s Vehicle...
The RangeRunner is a serious work vehicle that can handle extreme terrain conditions. It is capable of powering over and through thick mud, deep snow, sand, rocks and shallow bodies of water.

Additionally, the RangeRunner is available in a variety of colors, including snow white, custom paint colors, and special edition models.

As a Serious Work Vehicle...
The RangeRunner’s superior all-terrain capabilities make this vehicle the perfect choice for a wide variety of work applications. The RangeRunner is capable of moving up and through thick mud, deep snow, sand, rocks and shallow bodies of water.

As a True Tracked Vehicle...
As a tracked vehicle, the RangeRunner possesses the true advantages of superior traction teamed with low ground pressure; a combination that cannot be matched by wheels alone, regardless of the number of wheels used.

With 1650-square inches of track surface supporting the 1580-lb. vehicle, the RangeRunner is capable of safely transporting personnel and cargo while maintaining a ground pressure at or below 1 psi. Minimal terrain disturbance, low soil compaction and the RangeRunner’s unique design elements make this vehicle unsurpassed in the world of all-terrain vehicles.

Features and Benefits
The RangeRunner is very easy to operate, a single T-handle controls the vehicle’s speed, turning and braking. Durable, reinforced rubber tracks will provide years of off-road operation, without the inconvenience of costly tire repairs.

www.terratrack.com
Taking All-Terrain Vehicles to the Next Level

The RangeRunner, by TerraTrack, is an innovative, new All-Terrain Work Vehicle that blends superior traction with precise maneuverability. Built tough, the rugged machine will transport personnel and cargo over the roughest of terrain.

The RangeRunner’s twin independently driven, rubber tracks are supported by a dynamic suspension system, providing maximum terrain contact and the ultimate in zero-turn capabilities.

Rugged terrain conditions are a welcome challenge to the RangeRunner. Deep snow, mud, dense brush and steep grades may signal the end of the trail for traditional ATV’s, standard utility vehicles and 4X4 pick-ups, but not the RangeRunner.

A Serious Work Vehicle...

The RangeRunner’s superior all-terrain capabilities make this vehicle the perfect choice for a wide variety of work applications. The RangeRunner is capable of powering over and through thick mud, deep snow, sand, rocks and shallow bodies of water.

An optional front and rear auxiliary hydraulic system allows hydraulic attachments to be added, such as a snow blade or log splitter.

As an All-Terrain Vehicle...

The RangeRunner can perform in any terrain without the high cost, weight and breakdowns typically associated with other work vehicles.

As a Personnel Transporter...

Utility Service Crews, Fire Fighting, Conservation Management, Exploration, Pipeline Inspection, Remote Construction and Ski Patrol. The RangeRunner will get you there safely and efficiently.

A True Tracked Vehicle...

As a tracked vehicle, the RangeRunner possesses the true advantages of superior traction teamed with low ground pressure; a combination that can’t be matched by wheels alone, regardless of the number of wheels used.

With 1650-square inches of track surface supporting the 1580-lb. vehicle, the RangeRunner is capable of safely transporting personnel and cargo while maintaining a ground pressure at or below 1.0 psi. Minimal terrain disturbance, low soil compaction and the RangeRunner’s unique design elements make this vehicle unsurpassed in the world of all-terrain vehicles.

As a Snow Removal Tool...

With the addition of our 66-inch snow blade and a heated cab option, the RangeRunner is transformed into a powerful and efficient snow removal tool. Superior traction and zero-turn capabilities make the RangeRunner unsurpassed in snow removal applications.

Optional Aggressive Tracks provide additional gripping power for pulling skids and groomers on snow packed trails. The RangeRunner is well suited for a variety of applications at Ski Resorts and Incomparable clubs.

As a Sportsman’s Vehicle...

The RangeRunner utilizes a fully hydraulic drive system that does not utilize gears, chains or pulleys.

The rear engine compartment cover is hinged for easy access. Conveniently located service points provide quick serviceability.

Durable reinforced rubber tracks will provide years of off-road operation, without the inconvenience of costly tire repairs.

Features and Benefits

The RangeRunner is very easy to operate. A single T-handle controls the vehicle’s speed, turning and braking. Durable, reinforced rubber tracks will provide years of off-road operation, without the inconvenience of costly tire repairs.

Durable, reinforced rubber tracks will provide years of off-road operation, without the inconvenience of costly tire repairs.

Durable corrosion-resistant powder-coat paint

High visibility halogen head lamps

Large volume fuel tank for all-day operations

Heavy duty bumpers & side rails

Heavy duty full length welded steel frame

Flexible suspension system with torsional springs

Rugged endless rubber tracks with internal drive lugs

Heavy duty full length welded steel frame

All-TERRAIN WORK VEHICLE

by TerraTrack
Aggressive Tread Tracks
For some conditions where additional traction is needed for pulling hard and ascending steep grades. Viper Ag provides excellent traction side by side tracks.

Cargo Rack & Game Carrier
This large 36” x 48” all steel cargo rack provides an additional 940 cu ft of cargo capacity. This rack is capable of holding 400 pounds and this falls back out of the way for easy access. Highly Durable Powder Coated Rack.

Poly Cargo Carriers
Made of impact resistant polyethylene, these carriers come in both 2 and 4 wheel designs. With load capacities from 500 to 1000 lbs, these all wheel carriers features precision laser cut and 2 1/2 inch powder coated steel frames high speed roller bearings and greaseable wheel hub.

High Torque Wheel Motors
For added torque the 200 series wheel motor is the best all around. It features 20% more torque than the standard 160 wheel motors; for added torque, the 200 series wheel motor is the best all around. The 200 series wheel motors provide the strongest torque available with a 6 top speed of 10 mph.

Salt & Sand Spreader
Operates independently by either using short or long 3/8” hose connections. Mounts on trailer tongue. Salt or sand spreaders in (2) 100 lb. capacities. Salt or sand spreaders in (2) 100 lb. capacities. Mounts on trailer tongue. Salt or sand spreaders in (2) 100 lb. capacities.

Engine Block Heater
120 Volt, 400 Watts, installed in cylinder head on diesel models, installed in lower radiator hose on gasoline engines.

Auxiliary Lighting System
This system provides 12 volts of hydraulic fluid at 20 psi. Includes two circuits (1) connected to the rear of the vehicle and (2) connected to the front of the vehicle. Includes electronic joystick control.

3-Point Hydraulic Hitch
A Category 2, 3-point hitch, includes a super-duty 3-point hitch, features a 6000 lbs. capacity, a 4” lifting point, and an adjustable riser to allow for a variety of attachments.

Transport Tilt Bed Trailer
A wheeled 36” x 48” trailer bed can be used for design needs to load materials in a variety of locations and then be attached to vehicle hitch for use at any time. With a 200 PSI and 1000 PSI max hydraulic pump, everything with this package is designed to be easily operated. This makes this trailer ideal for on or off road use.

Specs & Dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Ground Clearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Windshield
1/4 inch thick Tempered Glass Windshield, all for superior and sturdy windshields (sold separately).

Windshield Wiper
12 inch, single speed windshield wiper, 16 inch windshield wiper.

Heater
15,000 BTU Heaters; electric cooling fans. 12 volt, 2 speed blower fan.}

Auxiliary Lighting System
Helps lighting provide additional visibility. All for additional light for an additional light. All for additional light for an additional light.

Poly Cargo Carriers
Made of impact resistant polyethylene, these carriers come in both 2 and 4 wheel designs. With load capacities from 500 to 1000 lbs, these all wheel carriers features precision laser cut and 2 1/2 inch powder coated steel frames high speed roller bearings and greaseable wheel hub.

High Torque Wheel Motors
For added torque the 200 series wheel motor is the best all around. It features 20% more torque than the standard 160 wheel motors; for added torque, the 200 series wheel motor is the best all around. The 200 series wheel motors provide the strongest torque available with a 6 top speed of 10 mph.

Salt & Sand Spreader
Operates independently by either using short or long 3/8” hose connections. Mounts on trailer tongue. Salt or sand spreaders in (2) 100 lb. capacities. Salt or sand spreaders in (2) 100 lb. capacities. Mounts on trailer tongue. Salt or sand spreaders in (2) 100 lb. capacities.

Engine Block Heater
120 Volt, 400 Watts, installed in cylinder head on diesel models, installed in lower radiator hose on gasoline engines.

Auxiliary Lighting System
This system provides 12 volts of hydraulic fluid at 20 psi. Includes two circuits (1) connected to the rear of the vehicle and (2) connected to the front of the vehicle. Includes electronic joystick control.

3-Point Hydraulic Hitch
A Category 2, 3-point hitch, includes a super-duty 3-point hitch, features a 6000 lbs. capacity, a 4” lifting point, and an adjustable riser to allow for a variety of attachments.

Transport Tilt Bed Trailer
A wheeled 36” x 48” trailer bed can be used for design needs to load materials in a variety of locations and then be attached to vehicle hitch for use at any time. With a 200 PSI and 1000 PSI max hydraulic pump, everything with this package is designed to be easily operated. This makes this trailer ideal for on or off road use.

Specs & Dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Ground Clearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Windshield

1/4 inch thick Tempered Glass Windshield, adhered for superior visibility and wind/water proof (sold separately).

Windshield Wiper

12 inch, single speed windshield wiper, 16 inch wiper blades.

Heater

15,000 BTU Electric,larının cooler fan engine. 12 volt, 2 speed blower fan.

Auxiliary Lighting System

Helps light everything possible along the vehicle. Add the light bar for an additional 24 hours of work light on the front of the vehicle and add the light system and add the additional work lights on the front of the vehicle and on the rear.

3000 lb. Winch

This Ramsey 3000 lb. winch incorporates the 24 volt electric winch, rear cargo rack and a vinyl all-weather enclosure. Each set of bogie wheels is individually suspended by either steel or polypropylene wheels and incorporates a vacuum mounting plate for the winch accessory (sold separately).

High Torque Wheel Motors

For added torque, the 200 series wheel motor is the best all around performer. It features 20% more torque than the standard 160 wheel motors; 750 pounds and tilts back out of the way. For snow conditions where additional traction is needed for pulling loads or add the four light system and add two additional work lights on the front or rear of the vehicle or add the four light system and add two additional work lights on the front of the vehicle and add the light system and add the additional work lights on the front of the vehicle and on the rear.

Aggressive Tread Tracks

For snow conditions where additional traction is needed for pulling loads or add the four light system and add two additional work lights on the front of the vehicle and add the light system and add the additional work lights on the front of the vehicle and on the rear.

Poly Cargo Carriers

Made of impact resistant polyethylene, these carriers come in both 2 and 4 wheel designs. With foul weather conditions From 500 lbs. to 2500 lbs., these tilt bed carriers feature patented tilt and 2 1/2 inch bumper. Integral steel frame dual high speed plate bearings and greaseable wheel hubs.

Salt & Sand Spreader

Holds up to 300 lbs. of ice melt pellets. Spreads up to 10 ft. wide path. 0.97 PSI

High Volume Spray System

3 minutes.

Transport Tilt Bed Trailer

12 volt, 400 Watts, installed in cylinder head on diesel models, installed in side hill stability. For snow conditions where additional traction is needed for pulling loads or add the four light system and add two additional work lights on the front of the vehicle and add the light system and add the additional work lights on the front of the vehicle and on the rear.

Specifications

- Dimensions
  - Length: 11 ft. 1 in.
  - Width: 5 ft. 3 in.
  - Height: 8 ft. 3 in.
- Weight
  - Loaded: 3,000 pounds
  - Unloaded: 1,000 lbs., dependent on ground conditions
- Tires
  - Front: 6.70/6.50 x 16
  - Rear: 9-1/4 x 16
- Ground Clearance
  - 10 inches (250 mm)

Specifications subject to change without notice.